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Introduction 
RaySuite Unified Endpoint Manager provides a cloud-based solution for On-Premises and SaaS with 
software deployment as well as patch management and an overview over the entire IT infrastructure.  

It is possible to automate the management and software deployment for huge parts of the 
infrastructure while at the same time, keep individual schedules and lists of optional and mandatory 
software for specific endpoints. 

RaySuite Unified Endpoint Manager can manage a multi-tenant environment, which means that it can 
manage multiple tenants or multiple infrastructure environments which can be hosted by different 
storage hosters. Currently Microsoft Azure, Amazon S3, and MinIO are the storage hoster which are 
supported by RaySuite Unified Endpoint Manager. 
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RayManageSoft Unified Endpoint Manager 
 

New and Optimized Standard Dashboards and Reports 

The Unified Endpoint Management solution includes new and optimized standard dashboards and 
reports for even more transparency. 
 

Inventory overview 

Package status 

Assigned packages 

Assigned devices 
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New Software Packages - Analyzed, Quality Assured, and Distributable 
With the Package Store integration, you now have the possibility to integrate even more software 
packages. New versions are made available on a weekly basis, so the integration in this release includes 
more than 1,000 software packages. 
 
Not only more preconfigured software packages available, but the overview and selection of software 
packages has also been configured more intuitively. 
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Extended Update Management 

In this version, there are even more possibilities for the update management to set configurations and 
settings directly in the UI, with an intelligent wizard. 
 
The update management enables admins to automatically manage and apply updates for managed 
devices. It is possible to schedule the update process to the specific needs of the enterprise. 
 
The update management eases and unifies the handling of Windows Updates throughout your company. 
Select details like the servicing channel and specify the needed components using the comprehensive 
overview of the available options provided by the RayManageSoft Unified Endpoint Manager Update 
Management. This gives administrations full control over the update process in the company at all times. 
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Extended Data Management 

The integration of different data sources (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, and on premises) as well as the preparation of 
clear dashboards and reports are core functionalities. It offers sustainable data and SaaS management. 
 
Due to the high flexibility and automobility, you achieve a fully comprehensive overview of your IT 
infrastructure, such as information about your IT devices as well as your cloud and SaaS usage in the 
shortest time possible. 
 
This version brings several new connectors: Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Microsoft Azure AD, RedHat 
Virtualization, and Slack. 
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ETL Technology 

The challenge of differently structured data sources is solved via the integrated ETL process. Here, 
the data is extracted (Extract), transformed (Transform), and loaded (Load) into a target database. 
 
As a result, information is provided to various stakeholders in a targeted way. In doing so, you can 
independently determine, for example, the level of detail and the right time for providing the information. 
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Azure Active Directory Integration 

If Azure Active Directory is already being used in your company it is easy to reuse the already existing 
structure for RayManageSoft Unified Endpoint Manager by using the Azure Active Directory integration 
which is available in RayManageSoft Unified Endpoint Manager. The integration can be easily set up in a 
tenant. 
 
Once the integration has been configured, it is easy to keep the environment synchronized if desired. If 
for some reason RayManageSoft Unified Endpoint Manager to be asynchronous with the Azure Active 
Directory, this can also be done by using a simple switch that is available in the configuration. 

 
 
 

RayManageSofti 
 

Support for domains without Active Directory RMS-3895 RMS-3560 

The Deployment Manager, Security Manager and OS Deployment have been updated to support software 
assignment to computers, patch automation and filtering in NON-AD scenarios. 
Therefore, an integration into the AD of the customer or the maintenance of a BlackBox-AD is no 
longer necessary. 
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Redesign of the OS Deployment Module  

To make the initial installation of the operating system faster and more efficient, the OS deployment 
component has been completely redesigned. The user interface, on the other hand, remains largely 
unchanged and ensures a smooth transition to the new version. In addition, the current OS versions 
are supported on the product side. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full support for Microsoft Windows Server 2019  

Microsoft Windows Server 2019 is now supported. This also includes the initial installation of the 
operating system. 
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Modernized user interface 

Many key dialogs have been visually redesigned to offer a more modern, consistent, Windows 10-
inspired design. Important points and required actions are highlighted and at the same time the 
complex background processes can be easily and intuitively controlled. Our non-Windows dialogs 
received minor updates and clean-up too. 

 

 

 

Package creation with new Package Store integration  

With the new fully integrated Package Store snap-in, packages can now be created and 
customized from scratch. The new snap-in supports all Package Store functions, such as 
downloading sources and importing them into the RMSi software library. 

 

Availability of this feature depends on Product's license edition. 
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RayMobile 
 
EMM Management Console  

• [NEW] Enrollment Date has been added to the Asset Data and can be viewed in the reporting. 
• [NEW] You can now download a list of all Settings/Restrictions of a group or device profile as PDF. 
• [NEW] Extended Notifications in console and via mail has been added for APNS, DEP, VPP and Cloud 

Storage. 
• [NEW] Rollout Management has been added. 
• [NEW] You can now force a user to change its password on the next login. 
• [NEW] You can now select multiple devices in the reporting and move all these to a group of your 

choice. 
• [NEW] You can now no longer send an enrollment request as long as the device is green in the console. 
• [FIX] Some Texts and Translations have been adjusted. 
• [FIX] Some entries which were not shown correctly in the Command Log have been corrected. 
• [FIX] Certificates for the Universal Gateway will now be correctly checked before saving them. 
• [FIX] If the contact person, company name or similar has been changed in the license, this change was 

not correctly reflected in the Account Information in the console. 
• [FIX] Quick App Administration did not load VPP Apps correctly. 
• [FIX] Quick App Administration did not show the correct App Selector for Android Enterprise. 
• [FIX] Restoring a device from the recycle bin does not send an unenrollment anymore. 

 

Android 

• [NEW] Device Overview now shows the version of the AppTec360 App. 
• [FIX] You can now control the permissions for In-House Apps. This is only possible on Samsung devices. 

iOS 

• [NEW] Support for iOS Custom Configs has been added. 
• [NEW] Notification settings for apps can now be configured. 
• [NEW] You can now select and distribute In-House Apps which are not the update target. This allows 

you to provide different app versions of your In-House Apps for different groups/devices 
• [NEW] OnDemand for AppTec360 VPN has been added. 
• [NEW] You can now manage the home screen Layout. 
• [FIX] Local Identifier in IKEv2 configuration is no longer defined as a mandatory field. 
• [FIX] If you deleted the Managed Configuration on device level, the Managed Configuration of the 

group profile will now be shown and used. 
• [FIX] The Enterprise App Store did not trigger install commands. 
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Windows 10 PC 

• [NEW] Information regarding the Win32 App Installation has been added to the Device Log. 
• [NEW] Improved Log Messages in the Device Log. 
• [NEW] The total capacity of all Storage will now be shown. 
• [NEW] Kiosk Mode for Windows 10 has been added. 
• [NEW] Support for Windows Information Protection (WIP) has been added. 
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